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C141 She Rebelled? 

Zhan Shishen saw Hsu Yan put on the mask and went to work. 

Hsu Yan also went out to the place where she met up with Su Wen. 

While walking, the woman was still thinking that Zhan Shishen, this overbearing person, actually did not 

ask her what to do? 

Ah, it was indeed different after breaking up! 

"Madam 

C142 Su Rongyin's Heart Was Filled with Worry 

Curious, Hsu Yan went outside to change her shoes. 

She still had to check whether this medical disturbance had anything to do with the Hsu family. Her 

eyelids twitched for some reason on this day. 

Ning Ya did not destroy herself, so she definitely would not stop. 

The matter of Zhi at the Golden School had not been settled yet, and he did not know when it would 

end. 

But suddenly 

C143 On the Black Factory List 

Zhan Shishen stared at that woman's figure and muttered, "Miss Su's words make sense. This Mrs Zhan 

does not look like someone easy to deal with! This Zhan still has matters to attend to. This place is 

already very safe. Miss Su take care!" 

"Sigh, Mr. Zhan!" 

Su Rongyin looked at Zhan Shishen who was walking away with a heavy reluctance in her eyes 

C144 He Wanted to Talk to the Handsome Guy 

"If you are willing to wait then wait. Anyway, the old master will not admit that he has a daughter who is 

looking down on the family rules. Eldest Miss will do as she pleases!" 

Uncle Ma was an old employee of the Hsu family. Because after Hsu Yan got married, he didn't help the 

Hsu's who was in danger. Now, he was especially hostile towards her 

C145 His Worldview Was Shattered Once Again 

Get down to business! 

"Master, we're here! We'll stop here." 

The woman adjusted the silent mode of her phone beautifully, then put on a mask and walked towards 

the magnificent hotel. 



Century Garden Hotel, balcony. 

The man had just put down his phone when Lu Hee, who had just walked out, patted his shoulder and 

said with a face full of gossip, "Zhan 

C146 She Made Her Move 

Besides Hsu Yunshan, there was also his grandfather and grandmother, as well as Gu Zhou Army Dong 

Zhu and his wife. 

Gu Yun and Ning Ya, two young men, sat together. They were filled with affection for each other. 

This was actually a Marriage Bureau? 

"Chairman Xu is too polite. Your Miss Ning Ya is indeed very gentle and obedient! The youngest son of 

the state army and I are still young 

C147 Stay away from a Married Woman a Little Bit 

Hsu Yan avoided Hsu Yunshan's roar, which made Hsu Yunshan's roar go empty. He said, "Chief Xu, it 

doesn't matter whether I grow or not! If you continue to mess around with that witch Ning Ya, the Hsu 

family will really be destroyed by your hands!" 

She did not know what Ning Ya was thinking. 

But she knew that once this fickle father had a relationship with the fake medicine 

C148 Finally You Became Someone Else's Mistress 

"Who's your baby? Mr. Zhan called everyone that. " 

Hsu Yan saw Zhan Shishen's help. He always appeared in time to support her self-esteem. 

However, she was not a girl who could reconcile with just a few words! 

Zhan Shishen held the woman's hand and smiled. "Let's go home. I'll secretly tell you how many people I 

called." 

Seeing Hsu Yan killing demons here and not looking for a handsome guy 

C149 It's Settled 

The whole hotel is singing a single loop! 

Every line of lyrics hit Ning Ya and Hsu Yunshan's faces, causing them to lose all their face. 

"What's going on?" 

"Waiter, this is not the song we ordered! Waiter! Who's messing around?" 

"Uncle Gu, Auntie! Don't misunderstand, there must be a bug in the stereo..." 

Inside, someone flew into a rage out of humiliation. 

C150 How Should I Help Him 



"Yan, I promise to give the five million to Ninth Master, and we will live a peaceful life!" 

Zhan Shishen held the woman's hand. "I did not live in this city, but I can take you to the places I often 

go. Do you want to go?" 

Since she was curious, she had to respond to this. 

Hsu Yan blushed and pulled her hand away. "Who wants to live with you?" 

Zhan Shishen smiled faintly 

 


